ABSTRACT. In § 1 we formulate a differential game when the dynamics is the inhomogeneous heat equation. In §2 we state the basic theory of differential games when the controls must choose uniformly Lipschitz control functions. We then prove some general theorems for the case when the controls may choose any measurable control functions. These theorems hold for games with any dynamics. In § 3 we apply our theory developed to our particular example and in §4 we prove the existence of value for games with partial differential equations.
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ABSTRACT. In § 1 we formulate a differential game when the dynamics is the inhomogeneous heat equation. In §2 we state the basic theory of differential games when the controls must choose uniformly Lipschitz control functions. We then prove some general theorems for the case when the controls may choose any measurable control functions. These theorems hold for games with any dynamics. In § 3 we apply our theory developed to our particular example and in §4 we prove the existence of value for games with partial differential equations.
Introduction. For constants M, L>0, let V+(M, L) denote the upper value of a differential game with any dynamics of fixed duration when the player y is restricted to choosing control functions which are Lipschitz (Af ) and the player z is restricted to choosing control functions which are lipschitz (L). We will show that a differential game has value V (in the sense of Friedman [1] , [2] ) if lim^«, lim^» V+(M, L) = lim^" lim^,» V+(M, L); furthermore V = lhriM-oo hm^» V+(M, L). For the particular case of games with ordinary differential equations we will show that the equality of the iterated limits is necessary as well as sufficient; furthermore, if the value, V, exists then the double limit lim(Af ,/,)_►("t*,yv+iM, ¿) exists and equals V.
Finally, for games with ordinary differential equations, Friedman [2] , [3] , Elliott-Kalton [5] and Fleming [6] have shown the existence of value when the so-called Isaacs minimax condition holds. Using the results of the present (1.1) du/dt = b2u/dx2 +f(y,z) (0 < f < 7, 0 < jc < B), 
<K0) = a(0), 0(F) = ¿(0).
The set Y (Z) is called the control set for the "player".y (z). A measurable function y(t, x) (z(t, jc)) with values in Y (Z) for almost all (f, jc) G [0, 7] x [0, F] is called a control function for y (z). If we substitute in (1.1) any control functions y = y(t, x), z = z(t,x) (0 < f < 7, 0 < jc < B) we obtain a differential equation:
(1.5) du/dt = d2u/dx2 + f(y(t, jc), z(t, x)) (0 < f < F, 0 < jc < B).
Denote by G the Green's function for the problem (1.1)-(1.4). When.j> and z have chosen the control functions y(t, x) and z(t, jc), respectively, then a solution of (1.2)-(1.5) is given by u(t, jc) = fl fB G(t, jc; t, %)f(y(r, %), z(t, %))d% dr (1.6) b(T)\dT. + $BQG(t,x;Q,%)<?(%)d%+$l 3G 6=0 o? Í=B
The condition (A) insures that each integral appearing in (1.6) is well defined. Note that « given by (1.6 ) is continuous on [0, 7] x [0, B] and satisfies (1.5) almost everywhere. We call u(t, x) the trajectory corresponding to y(t, x), z(t, x). We introduce a functional, called a payoff functional:
(1.7) P(y, z) =/0r/o h<f. x, u(t, x),y(t, x), z(t, x))dx dt where n is a given function. We shall assume:
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h(t, x, u, y, z) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on (B) [0, 7] x [0,F] xF1 xYxZ.
Unless otherwise noted, conditions (A) and (B) will hold throughout this paper. The condition (B) insures that the payoff (1.7) is well defined for each particular choice of control functions y(t, x), z(t, x). The aim of y will be to maximize the payoff and the aim of z will be to minimize it. The precise circumstances under which these two conflicting aims are to be carried out when y and z choose measurable control functions is explained in Friedman [1] , [2] . We shall use and conform to Friedman's notation. Thus, for example, we use his concepts of upper 5-value, Vs, lower 5-value VB, upper value, V+ = lim6_>0K5 and lower value V~ = lim6_>0V6. Here, for a any positive integer, we set 5 = T/a and partition the interval [0, T] into a subintervals 7;-of length S : (1.8) 71={rG [0, 7] :0<r<5,}> We shall use all of the results quoted in Friedman [1] , [2] relating to Vs, v6,v+,v~.
2. Differential games with Lipschitz control functions. We shall state and prove the results of this section for the dynamics (1.1)-(1.4) and payoff (1.7) although the results are valid for games with ordinary differential and integral equations as dynamics. For other dynamics the proofs are similar. Let f\A denote the function / restricted to the set A.
Notation. Given positive constants M, L, let YM(I x J), ZL(I x J) be the classes of all functions defined on the cross product 7 x / of intervals I and J C F1 which are uniformly Lipschitz continuous on I x J with Lipschitz constant M and L, respectively, and whose values are in given compact subsets Y C RP and Z C Ri, respectively. A function in Ym(I x /) (ZL(I x /)) will be denoted by yM = y ¡At, x) (zL = zL(t, x)).
Let y^(7 x /) (Z£(7 x /)) denote the subclass of functions in YM(I x /) (ZL(I x /)) which are some fixed element of Y (Z), say y (z), at (0, x) (if (0,x)G7x/).
Remark 2. ([0, 7] x [0, B]) are closed sets, they are also compact.
2. In the above notational definitions we could require that y, I be fixed functions of jc, i.e. y = y (0, jc), I = 1(0, jc), jc G [0, B], but the added restriction above is more convenient. The proofs go through with y, z fixed functions of JC. 3. In this paper, for convenience we deal with the intervals [0, T] and [0, B], however we can certainly use other initial points (f0, x0) so that we are on the rectangle [f0, 7] x [jc0, B] . In this case y = y(t0, x),z = z (f0, jc).
When one or both players in a differential game must choose a Lipschitz function, then we call such a game a Lipschitz differential game. We state the setting in the following. Partition [0, 7] into the a subintervals of equal length 6 = 7/or given by (1.8) , (1.9) 
Let MrSJ be any map from Z, x Yf x Z2 x Yf x • • • x Z¡_x x Yf_x x Z, into Yf and let Mr6 = (^r6-1,. . ., Mrs'a). Given any pair (Là6, Mr6) we can uniquely construct control functions yM(t, x) and zL s(t, jc) with components yM¡, zL¡ on 7;.
We call a vector wr5 (LAS) such that the function y*M(t, x) (zL6(t, x)) is a member of rM ([0, 7] x [0,F]) (ZL ([0, 7] x [0,B]))an upper '8-(M) strategy for y (lower 6-(L) strategy for z).
We call the pair (yM, Zl¿) the (M, L)-outcome, or simply the outcome of the pair of 5-strategies (LA6, Mrs ). We write the corresponding payoff (1.7) in the form Similarly we define the concept of a lower 6-(Af, L) game M'LGS and lower 8-(M, L) value VS(M, L). Here y chooses a lower 8-(M) strategy Mrs, z chooses an upper 8-(L) strategy LA6 and they play in a fashion similar to (2.1), (2.2).
Then K6(Af, L) is given by
Note that our definitions of lower 8-(M) strategies, ^rg , and upper 8-(L) strategies, ^A8, require that the outcome functionsyM5 = yMts(t, x) and z\ = zsL(t, x) be members of YM ([0, 7] 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is immediate upon comparing classes of control functions.
The main purpose of this section is to establish the following:
then the differential game associated with (1.1)-(1.4) and payoff (1.7) has value V, i.e. V = V+ = V~ and
Note that by Lemma 2.1 each iterated limit in (2.5) exists. For simplicity we will prove Theorem 2.1 in the case B = T although the proof can be carried out in general.
We introduce various intermediate concepts of values in which the controls will be restricted to choosing various types of functions. We also will introduce a double partition on the interval [0, 7] which we shall use in introducing still more types of values. In the following definitions of these various types of values we give only a formal description. The precise details are tedious and are similar to those given above and in Friedman [1] , [2] .
Partition [0, 7] which are constants on S-squares. That is, on each I¡ x Ik,y = y(t, x) will be a constant. The corresponding S-strategies are denoted by A6, yrs. Note that for a pair (A6, ^r8) the z-outcome is a measurable function.
Similarly ZV6 denotes the upper 5-value with z choosing controls constant on ô-squares. The corresponding 8-strategies are denoted by ZA6 , T . Here the y-outcome of a pair (?AÖ , r8 ) is a measurable function.
(ii) y 5 f^-upper Tj-value with y choosing control functions which are constants on 5-squares. The ^-strategies are denoted by Av,y,sT,T\ The z-outcome of a pair is measurable.
Similarly for z s Vn, z chooses constants on §-squares. The corresponding Tj-strategies are denoted by r,8A , rT?. (ri¡_x,rii] is the first 17-interval to contain the point 8x,r¡,_x <8X <v¡, since y must choose the same function up to 8X. In (t?/_,, r¡¡) y must choose the same function in (t?,.,, 5,) but then may choose another piecewise constant function defined on (5,, rj,] . Then y must remain with this choice up to 5 2 and the game proceeds.
We come to the basic lemma of this paper.
Lemma 22. For every 5 > 0
Proof, (iü) We must show the foUowing: Fix 6 > 0. Let e > 0 be given. Then there is an rj0(e) > 0 and i-w W 'S* (2.6) there exists A^ such that r¡ < t?0 impUes y Vs > P[An(y),y] -e for aU controls .y which are constants on S-squares; (2.7) there exists J,'6rTl such that r? < t?0 impUes yVB < P[z, y'6rr>(z)] + e for aU controls z which are measurable functions, with the ^-outcome of (z, y,0rri(z)) a function which is constant on 5-squares.
EstabUshing (2.6), (2.7) yields (iii) in view of the fact that, as is easily seen,
where y is constant on 6-squares. To show (2.6) we have that there exists an upper S-strategy A0 for z such that (2.8) yVs>P[y,A*(y)]-e for all controls y constant on 6-squares. Let (y, z ) denote the outcome of (y, A°(y)) given a control,)' constant on 6-squares. Note that 7s h a measurable function.
Define the lower 17-strategy A^ for z as foUows: Given any control y, constant on 6-squares, let y have components y = (yi.yß). Let where F is an arbitrary point in the control set Z,
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shifted to the right in t by a distance t?, and, for 3 </' < ß
shifted to the right in t by a distance 17. Here, as above, K¡ = [t E [0, 7] : t?¿_ x <t<rij},rtj = i-r},ri = T/ß.
LetA^CA^,...,^). _ _ Let (y, zn) denote the outcome of (y, A^y)). Note that zn = zn(t, x) differs from 7s = 76(t, x) only in that 7 is a shift of 78 by one interval [0,i)x] of length n to the right, and z~n is arbitrary in [0, ff1] : 7n(t -tj, x) = 76(t, x) for (/, x) G [tjj, 7] x [0,5]. Thus, we can choose T?0(e) such that i?0(e) < 5 and (2.9) \\7tl-7s\\Ll<e forrj<T,0(e)).
Then, by elementary manipulations of (1.6), there is a positive function a(r) with a(r) -► 0 as r --»-0 such that (2.10) ||5; -h*|| < a(r?) < e (t? < ri0(e)), where u6 , un are the trajectories corresponding to (y, 75) and (y, 7 ), respectively. By (2.9), (2.10) and the continuity of h, there is another positive function a(r), a(r) ->-0 as r -► 0 such that for all controls y constant on 5-squares, \P(y, z6) -P(y, z")l < °(V) < e when r¡ < Tj0(e).
Combining this with (2.8) yields (2.6).
To show (2.7), we have that there exists a lower 5-strategy fory, yr6 such that (2.11) yrs<P[yr6(z)>z} +e for all measurable control functions z. Given any control z, let (yB,z) denote the outcome of (yT6 (z), z). Then y6 is a function which is constant on 5-squares, and z is a measurable function.
Since every lower 5-strategy can be considered to be an upper 5-strategy, if we define for all 77, y-<T'n = yrs then y>ör'n is well defined as an upper t?-strategy. Furthermore, the y-outcome of (z, y' rn(z)) for any given control z will be constant on 5-squares. Thus by (2.11), for every 17 yVs<P [z,y-sr«(z) ] +e for all measurable control functions z, which is (2.7). Proof of(ív). Since it is easily seen that yS Vn > yV6 for all 77 smaller than 5 we need only show that given e > 0, there is rj0(e) > 0 such that 48 E. N. BAR RON (2.12) 0 < yi 6 Vv -y V6 < e when r¡ < 7j0(e).
Note that y¡6Vn= sup infFp-Sr^Xz].
Thus, there is a lower rç-strategy y* Tn for y such that
for all measurable control functions z. Given a measurable control z with components z = (z,,. .. , za) we de-/s* I U fine the following lower ô-strategy yV6 foi y:
The control z = (z,,. . . , za) has components z = (F,,. .. , Iß) in the Tj-game (rj < 6) which can be seen to be merely the restriction of the a-components to 7j-intervals. Let (z, "y ) denote the outcome of (y,& Tn(z), z). Then "y is constant on 5-squares; say "y has components ("yx,. . . , ya) with each "y¡ a piecewise constant function defined on {f :
That is, given a control z = (zx, . . . , za), play z against *• T^. The .y-outcome of this play is a function constant on 6-squares. Define yrs to be the strategy giving the same jy-outcome.
Thus, by (2.13), with n < 6, y,6yr,<P[yr6(z),z)+e for all measurable controls z; which yields (2.12) in view of the fact that ,K6=sup infPpTa(z),z].
The proofs of (i), ( given e > 0, there exists a lower rj-strategy z,s A for z such that (2.14) z,5^>nz-s\(y)>y] -e/2 for all measurable controls y. Given any controly, let y have components y = (yx, . . . ,yß). Let (7n,y) denote the outcome of (z,s Av(y),y). Then 2^ is constant on 6-squares and y is measurable. Let 7n have components 21 = (7X, . . . , 21) where
We can define a lower 77-(L)-strategy, LA , for z with the following propAssume without loss of generality that r¡ < 6.
erty: Given any measurable control y, the z-outcome of ( A (y),y) denoted by (y, 7Lr¡) satisfies (2.15) II 7L" -z"HL, < o(L) < e/62 when L > Lx (8, e) where o(r) is a positive function, o(r) -► 0 as r -► °°. Indeed, we can define ^A^ such that 7L n agrees with 7 for every 77-interval not containing points of the 6-partition. For those n-intervals which do contain points of the 6-partition, 7L is the Unear function joining the constants of 21 within a distance e. We do this in both f and jc. Thus, at each 6-point we introducean error term of Ce/62 and 7L ^willbe amember of ZL ([0,T] (ii) 77iere existe 52(¿, e) such that V)>MK,-« /or5<52(L,e),T?>0.
(iii) There existe 53(Af, e) such that V\M)<y¿Vr, + e for8 <8AM, e),r¡>0.
(iv) TTiere existe 54(Af, e) such that Vn(M) < y¡B K" + e for 8 < 54(A/, e), tj > 0. a function zn which is a constant on each rectangle of the tt partition with ||zL -zj| < e. Note that tt is independent of which zL E ZL we choose and depends only on L and e. Choose ax = ax(L, e) such that if we partition [0, 7] x [0, B] into 8X(L, e) = T/ax squares, then the 6-partition will be finer than the ir-partition. Thus, given zL EZL, there exists a function z, constant on 6-squares, for aU 6 < 8X(L, e) with ||z-zAx <e. With the above 6, (L, e) it is easy to see that we can define a lower Tj-strategy z* A_ for z with the foUowing property: £**/ Given any measurable control y, the z-outcome of (z> An(y),y) denoted by (7n, y) satisfies (2.17) llSi..i,-*f|ll£i<« when 6 < 0, (7., e) where 7L>T} is the z-outcome of (L A^( y), y). Here 7n will be a function which is a constant on 6-squares. In particular (2.22) z6Vv + e>Vri(L2(8,e)) for aU tj > 0.
Given this 7,2(6, e), by Lemma 2.4(U), there exists 62(Z,2, e) such that Vn(L2(8, e)) > 2p8 K, -e for 6 < 62(L2, e), tj > 0.
In particular (2.23) ^a(8.c))>,,62(i2>e)^-e foraUrj>0.
Combining (2.22), (2.23) we get (2.24) ,/,+«>W«.«))>íitl(Il)()Krí foraUr,>0.
Letting jj -► 0 and using Lemma 2.2(h) and Remark 2.2 we obtain from (2.24) (2.25) , V6 + e > V-(L2(8, e)) > z V6 2(L2,e) -e.
If we let 5 -* 0, then Z,2(6, e) -► °° and 62(¿2, e) = 62(6, e) -► 0. Then (2.25) yields using part (i)
zV+> Urn V-(L)>ZV+.
Thus ZV+ = lim^o. V~(L) = iafL V~(L). Similarly we prove (iü)-(viü).
We introduce one final notion of value. functions constant on 6-squares and y choosing control functions constant on ¿¿-squares. The corresponding 17-strategies are denoted by z,&At), y-'1rn.
Similarly we define y " Vn. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is similar to that of Lemma 2.8 and is omitted.
Lemma 2.6. Thus, there are a finite number of control functions z1.zs EQS such that given any z G Q& there is an index 1, 1 < 1 < s, such that \\z -z'|| 1 < e.
Note that the zl, 1 < 1 < s, can be chosen so that they coincide for no (t, x) G [0, 7] x [0, 5] . Note also that s = s (5, e) .
Define the foUowing upper 7}-strategy rT) fory: Let z G Q6 be given having components z = (z,,..., zß). Let Note that for each z G Qs, the .y-outcome of (z, r^iz)) is a measurable function.
as Since there are at most s01 ^-responses of T ^ against any control z G Qs there is a positive integer 7 = 7(6, e) such that we can modify rn into an rj-strategy ^'T"1, where ju = p(8, e) = 7/7, having the property that given any control z EQS (2.33) II*"-*"!! !<e as a» as fa where yn is the ^-outcome of (z, r^iz)), >»M is the ^-outcome of (z, y,Mr'7(z)) and y*11 is constant on /i-squares. Indeed the modification is similar to that carried out in Lemma 2.4. Note that p is independent of tj. Now, (2.32) and (2.33) imply that the corresponding trajectories are within e of each other. Thus combining (2.31), (2.32), (2.33) and using the continuity of h we obtain 
L-+°° M-*" L-*°°W e now are in a position to prove Theorem 2.1 which we restate here for convenience.
Theorem 2.1. Let (A), (B) hold. If
then the differential game associated with (1.1)-(1.4) and payoff (1.7) has value V;i.e. V= V+ = V~ and
Proof. We always have (2.39) zV+>V+>V->yV~.
By Theorem 2.4 and the assumption (2.38), from (2.39) we get
That is, if (2.38) holds (1.7) when both y and z are restricted at each step to choosing control functions which are constants. z>yV+, zyV~ are Fleming's W+ and W~ (see [6] ). Remark 2.5. All of the theorems and lemmas of this section remain valid for more general payoffs of fixed duration of the form P(y, z) = g(u) + ¡I f* h(t, x, u, y, z) dx dt with suitable continuity restrictions on g and h. Furthermore, the results are vaUd for differential games governed by general paraboUc or hyperboUc problems in general domains.
We speciaUze now to the case when we have differential games governed by ordinary differential equations and estabUsh a general result holding in this case.
Consider a system of m ordinary differential equations (2.41) dx/dt = r(t, x,y, z), t0<t< T0,
Let Y, Z be compact subsets of some EucUdean spaces F p, Rq, respectively. Note that x here is not a spatial variable, but represents an m-vector solution of (2.41), (2.42). Consider the ordinary differential game of fixed duration associated with (2.41), (2.42) and (2.43). AU terminology and notations concerning these games wiU conform to Friedman [1] , [2] .
When the controls y, z must choose Lipschitz M, L functions on [f 0, 70] we define as above V*(L), V^M), V\M, L). We also define similarly z V6, yV\... etc.
Theorem 2.5. Consider the differential game of fixed duration associated with (2.41), (2.42) and payoff (2.43). Assume (A,), (B,) hold and assume the game has value V, V = V+ = V~ . Then, given e > 0, there exist M0, L0 depending only on e, r, g, h such that
Proof. By a modified result of Friedman-Fleming-EUiott-Kalton (see for example [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] ) given e > 0, there is 60(e) such that (2.44) \zV6 -V+\< e, \yVs -V~\< e when 6 < 60(e). Combining (2.47), (2.49) and using (2.44) we get
And since V+ = V~ we have the result. Note we have in fact shown
(M,Ly-> (<*•,<*>) W-»oo Remark 2.6. Theorem 2.5 shows that when we know a priori that the ordinary differential game of fixed duration has value then we can in fact choose our controls to be Lipschitz. Theorem 2.5 combined with Theorem 2.1 shows
is a necessary and sufficient condition for value to exist in the case of ordinary differential games. Remark 2.7. We can easily modify the proofs of the results in §2 so that we can consider the controls to be infinitely differentiable rather than merely Lipschitz. In fact we would have the condition Urn Urn V+(e, y) = lim Um V+(e, y)
e-*0 7-+0 -/-»O e-+0
where V+(e, y) denotes the upper 8fe, 7)-value wheny, z choose control functions given by y At) = JpAt -s)y(s)ds, zy(t) = fpy(t -s)z(s)ds.
That is, ye, zy are, respectively, the e, y moUifiers ofy, z, where y, z are measurable control functions. Here pe is a suitable C°° function. See [9] for the theory of moUifiers. This fact is useful in that the infinitely differentiable functions are actually constructable. 3. Approximating games. In this section we introduce a class of differential games associated with a system of ordinary differential equations whose solution approximates the solution of (1.1)-(1.4). Under the assumptions (A), (B) in the setting of Lipschitz control functions we will show that the upper and lower values of the approximating games converge to V+(M, L), V~(M, L), respectively. Also, we will apply Friedman's results [2] , [3] on ordinary differential games to obtain information about our game governed by (1.1)-(1.4), (1.7) .
Partition [0, 5] of the x-axis by a partition fin consisting of n subintervals of equal length 8n =■ B/n, where n is a positive integer:
n":0 = xo<x, <*2<* ••<*.<*,+! <'-'<x".1 <x"=B, xt -/ • e".
Consider now the ordinary differential game Gn associated with the ordinary differential system In the above game, Gn, y chooses a measurable function y = y(t, x) with values almost everywhere in Y and we place yk(t) = y(t, xk), 0 < k < « -1. Then "Xf) is the vector above. Similarly for "z(t). We shaU define the concept of solution to (3.1), (3.2) for each choice of "y, "z to be given by the solution of the integral equation (3.8) w(t) = w0 + fa fn(s, w(s), ny(s), "z(s))ds, 0<t<T.
A solution then is uniquely determined for each choice of controls "y, "z under the condition (A). We have need of the Theorem 3.1. Let (A), (B) hold. Let y choose y = yM(t, jc) Ĝ ( [0, 7] x [0, F]), z choose z =zL(t,x) G ZL ([0,7] x [0, F]). Place these functions in (1.1) and solve the system (1.1)-(1.4) obtaining a function u = u(t, x) given by (1.6) . Put yMk(t) = yM(t, xk), zLk(t) = zL(t, xk), 0 < k < « -1, in (3.1) and solve the system (3.1), (3.2) obtaining a vector w(t) = (ti,(f),..., M"_j(f)). Then, given any e > 0, there is an N depending on the functions f <¡>, a, b and the constants M, L, e, such that for each i = 1,2,..., H-l |«(f, x) -u¡(t)\ < e, 0 < f < T, x,_x <x<xit whenever n> N.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in [7] for the homogeneous case. Our condition (A) on /, <p, a, b and the Lipschitz continuity of yM, zL insure that the proof can be easily carried out in our inhomogeneous case as pointed out in [7] .
Definition. A function g defined on 7 x [0,5], where 7 is a subinterval of [0, 7] is x-piecewise constant corresponding to the partition IIn of [0, 5] if g = g(t, x) is a constant in the x direction on each subinterval of Tln; i.e. g(t, x) = 0,(0, x¡_, < x < x¡, t G I, 1 < i < n. If the partition nn is understood we simply say that g is x-piecewise constant.
A function g is x-piecewise constant with A-slope restriction corresponding to the partition Un of [0, 5] For a given partition fln, the terminology and concepts of the ordinary differential game associated with (3.1), (3.2) and payoff (3.3) wiU conform to Friedman [1] , [2] . As such we let " Vs,n V8 denote the upper and lower 5-values, respectively, for 5 = Tla, a a positive integer.
The defining upper and lower 5-strategies wiU be denoted by T8, T6 , "A8, "A6. Then, as in Friedman [1] «< Note that when y, z are restricted to choosing lipschitz control functions then the solution u(t, x) of (1.1)-(1.4) given by (1.6) is continuous in (i, x) with uft, x) and uxx(t, x) also continuous and u(t, x) then satisfies (1.5) everywhere. Then, by Theorem 3.1 it is easily seen that when n is sufficiently large d»iW bu (t, x) 
6-»0
We now prove various lemmas concerning the intermediate games. where C is a constant depending only on the control set Z. Note that by compactness of Z¿([0, T] ; n") we can determine N u as independent of which "zL G ZL ([0, 7] ; n") we choose. Define for any control nzL the upper 5-strategy nMf8 for y as foUows:
If \\nzL -zL\\ x<e(n>Nu) then (3.22) L nMf&(nzL) = nMT8(zL) = "yM.
Note that we are able to do this with N11 independent of 5 since the approximation is in the x-variable, not t. Thus, by (3.21) , (3.22) and the continuity of A, there is another positive function independent of 5 or controls, o(f), with o(f) -► 0 as f -► °° such that, for all controls nzL, (3.23) \P("y8M, zL) -P("yM, "zL)\ <a(n)<e when n>N11. 7ei w(t) denote the solution of (3.1), (3.2) corresponding to the controls y M A11) = nyM^ **)> zlA0 = "zl0' xk) (1< * < « -!)• We also write these as u("yM, nzL), w(nyM, nzL), respectively. Then, given e > 0, rAere is a con- n-l £ e" h(t, x¡, u¡(t), yMi(t), zLi(t)) i=0 dt n-l < £ (UT* \h (t,x,u(t,x) ,ym(t),zLi(t))
,=o J VJ *i -h(t, x¡, u£i),yMAy), zLi(t))\ dx dt -h(t, x, Ui(t),ym(t), zLi(t))\dx dt n-l + ZflfT1 \Kt.x,uAy),yMft\zLi(t)) /=0 ' -h(t, x¡, uff),yMfí), zL.(t))\ dx dt.
Using now the continuity of« and Theorem 3.1 the lemma follows. 
